Description

Protect-It Car Care’s Shine-It is the easiest way to shine up you vehicle while removing
dust or light debris without scratching the surface. Shine-It is a synthetic style polish
that works on all paint, glass and chrome surfaces without smearing or streaking.
Shine-it is also formulated as a clay lubricant, this will provide superior surface lubrication for all detailing clays to prevent sticking and surface marring that are possible
without proper lubrication.

Directions

Protect-It Car Care’s Shine-It is the “Last Touch” for that “Showroom Shine.” It is an
Anti-static final body shine that can be sprayed directly onto any surface of the exterior
of the vehicle. Simply wipe clean with a microfiber towel. When using as a clay lubricant
you can mix Shine it 50:50 with clean water. Spray directly on the surface you are
treating with the clay bar, Keep area moist with Shine-It during the complete clay process. Wipe clean with a microfiber towel.

Available Sizes

• 1 Gallon (3.79 L) - Part # 38301
• 5 Gallons (18.9 L) - Part # 38305

First
Aid
FIRST AID: EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Eye Contact: Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes while holding the
eyelids apart. Contact lenses should be removed if initial flush doesn't wash them out. Get medical
attention if reddening persists or irritation continues.
Skin Contact: Wash skin thoroughly with soap and water. If irritation persists, get medical attention.
Change contaminated clothing and launder before reuse.
Inhaled: Remove to fresh air.
Swallowed: DO NOT GIVE ANYTHING BY MOUTH TO UNCONSCIOUS PERSON. DO NOT
INDUCE VOMITING, unless directed to do so by medical person. Give two glasses of water and get
medical attention immediately.
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Shine-It
Instant Detailer & Clay Lubricant

